When you check your questions, allow me to suggest some little things to look for:

1. Are your questions written with parsimony? That is, do you have extra words that you don't need? If you find extra words, dump them.

2. Do your questions "fit" the desire of your research (or bigger research question)? That is, will the participant responses actually give you the data you need? If not, reframe your questions.

3. Are there any redundant questions? That is, when asked and answered, do the questions seem so similar they address the same topic? If so, dump them.

4. Will the questions help you organize your data when it is collected? That is, do they imply an easy way to synthesize, organize, and write up the resulting data? If not, reframe the questions.

5. Can you see what the shape of the answers will look like when you ask them (digital form, recordings, etc.)? That is, will the shape of your questions help you organize your data analysis? If not, reframe the questions.

6. Will the questions "allow" the participants to give you the most information they can? That is, will the questions allow you to overcome any biases you might have that might make you blind to other ideas resulting in greater validity and reliability? If not, reframe the questions.